
A comma is a punctuation mark used to to separate words or groups of words in

a series.
Example: I ate chocolate ice cream pepperoni pizza hot fries and corn dogs at Sam’s 

party.

I ate chocolate ice cream, pepperoni pizza, hot fries, and corn dogs

at Sam’s party.

Insert commas appropriately in each of the sentences. 

1) Maya Simon Clara and Isabelle will join us tomorrow.

2) Lions are large mighty and ferocious animals.

5) We ate breakfast got ready and went to school.

4) Roses are amazingly fragrant indescribably bright and greatly symbolic.

3) This is a small beautiful and well-made sandcastle.

6) There is a school park clinic and a shopping mall near my house.

7) We bought tickets entered the amusement park and enjoyed the rides.

8) Abigail washed the dishes mopped the !oor mowed the lawn and cooked dinner.
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A comma is a punctuation mark used to to separate words or groups of words in

a series.
Example: I ate chocolate ice cream pepperoni pizza hot fries and corn dogs at Sam’s 

party.

I ate chocolate ice cream, pepperoni pizza, hot fries, and corn dogs

at Sam’s party.

Insert commas appropriately in each of the sentences. 

1) Maya Simon Clara and Isabelle will join us tomorrow.

Maya, Simon, Clara, and Isabelle will join us tomorrow.

2) Lions are large mighty and ferocious animals.

Lions are large, mighty, and ferocious animals.

5) We ate breakfast got ready and went to school.

We ate breakfast, got ready, and went to school.

4) Roses are amazingly fragrant indescribably bright and greatly symbolic.

Roses are amazingly fragrant, indescribably bright, and greatly symbolic.

3) This is a small beautiful and well-made sandcastle.

This is a small, beautiful, and well-made sandcastle.

6) There is a school park clinic and a shopping mall near my house.

There is a school, park, clinic, and a shopping mall near my house.

7) We bought tickets entered the amusement park and enjoyed the rides.

We bought tickets, entered the amusement park, and enjoyed the rides.

8) Abigail washed the dishes mopped the !oor mowed the lawn and cooked dinner.

Abigail washed the dishes, mopped the !oor, mowed the lawn, and cooked dinner.
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